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ihere V is a real—valued potential functi on. Multiplying by f*, the
:omplex conjugate of f, and equating real parts, we find that the
:ontinui ty equation
+ div j = 0 (2.8)
is satisfied by the quantum mechanical probability density p=!f12 and
the quantum mechanical probability current j = - (f* grad f - f grad f*)•
icw assume that f is nowhere zero and write f = exp(R + IS), where R and
5 are real-valued; then
e2R, j e2R grad S. (2.9)
ence we see that (2.8) may be written as
div grad - o grad S). (2.10)
:onparing this equation with (2.4), we recognize it as the forward
Kolmogorov equation with drift
b = grad (Re log f + Im log f). (2.11)
This leads to:
Prooositinn 0
Let V bo a real-valued potential function and let f be a classical -
iutin of the Schrdinger equation
=
- af + Vf. (2.12)
Suppose that f is nowhere zero and that the corresponding drift b isa
contiiucus function of (x,t) satisfying
b(x,t) < ti( xl + 1), (2.13)
for scoe positive constant M. Then, if there exist positive constants
B and C such the:
fx,t)i <Bexp(Clx!2), (2.14)
and if the transition density p(x,0 ; ,,t) exists for the diffusion process
X which sati sfies
f(x,t)12 = exp { -(x-a cos t)2).
corresponding diffusion process X satisfies
dXt. = - (Xt - a cos t + a sin t)dt + dOt,




here b is the Brownian bridge with b(0) = bCl) = 0, and
A(u,x) = -(x-a cos u + a sin u)2, (2.23)
F(u,x) A(u,x) + x(a cos u + a sin u> + . (2.24>
As Nelson [5] has pointed out, not all diffusions arise in this way;
those which do are the conservative diffusions. To describe them, we
need some definitions: the mean forward derivative D is defined by
D+Xt = lim E[Xt+h - Xlx]. (2.25)
From (2.15) we deduce that
D+Xt = b(X,t) = (grad R)(Xt,t) + (grad S)(Xt,t). (2.26)
dXt = b(Xt,t)dt ÷ dOt, (2.15)
then
3 lf(y,t)12 jp,0y,tf,0)12 (2.16)
The proof is a straightforward application of the uniqueness theorem




f(x,t) = exp{(xae1t)2 - (1*e1t) - (2.17)
of the equation
=
-
+ x2f. (2.16)
i Then
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